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We deliver quality.

We deliver performance.
We deliver flexibility.

We deliver from Europe.

We deliver sustainability.

We deliver cost efficiency.
We deliver reliability.
We deliver fast.

You deliver food.

Founded in 2009 by our CEO Thomas Grübel, GOVECS is
one of the global leaders in e-mobility today. Made in the
EU our e-scooters are designed to last. GOVECS stands for
pioneering technology, innovative service and of course fast
delivery – just like you do. We see ourselves as perfectionists,
thinking out-of-the-box, designing super-efficient batteries,
mind-blowing performance drive trains and smart service
options – while not forgetting about our planet. With this in
mind, we are dedicated to your success, delivering everyhing
you need, so you can deliver food with no limits.

GOVECS PRO CARGO

GOVECS FLEX

Pro energy. Pro space. Pro range.

Your perfect partner.

With the GOVECS PRO CARGO you have everything you need
for your food deliveries. With two sophisticated batteries
your couriers can deliver all day long. For maximum performance
you can switch between eco mode and city mode.

The super flexible „GO ELAST“ plastic and two side bumpers ensure
maximum robustness. As a result the GOVECS FLEX is low in
maintenance, making it a perfect partner for you.
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TOP FEATURES AT ONE GLANCE:

Long range up to 134 km

Keyless technology

Different driving modes for energy saving

Robust & unbreakable double frame

High acceleration: 0-45 km in 5 seconds

2 swappable batteries by GOVECS

Payload: 180 kg

16‘‘ tires & suspension for a smooth ride

Battery quick charge mode

Range up to 110 km

Hydraulic disc brakes

15° gradient at the same speed
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WE DELIVER QUALITY.
LIKE YOU.

ELMOTO LOOP
So light. So LOOP.
With the ELMOTO LOOP lightweight deliveries are made with ease.
Our super-cool e-scooter is as agile as a bike, as fast as a scooter and
as light as air.

What about reducing your operating costs to a
minimum? We know, this sounds just too good
to be true, but with an e-scooter you will save
a lot of costs: Driving an e-scooter costs you
just € 1.00 for 100 km, whereas you pay € 7.00
on gas for a combustion scooter. Not to forget
the tax advantages, subsidy programs by the
government. Moreover, due to high quality and
little downtime your fleet is always available
and will pay off within short time.

WE DELIVER LEASING.
SUPER COMFORTABLE.

Lightweight with 59 kg in total

km/h

WE DELIVER PROFITABILITY.
ABSOLUTELY ECONOMICAL.
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Our e-scooters are not only good
looking, they also feature advanced
technology. Designed in Germany and
made in our production sites in Spain
and Poland, we deliver best quality
scooters which are made to last, so
your business can run without standstill. Our long-life batteries are made
for thousands of charging cycles,
highest performance and long range.

Range up to 74 km

Having your business in mind, we
provide flexible options to get the fleet
you need to run your food delivery.
Our smart leasing offers allow you
maximum flexibility, control and cost
efficiency. Whether you are a small
business or an enterprise, with our
leasing options your fleet is always
scalable according to your current
need.

Light and robust steel frame
Swappable battery charged within 4,5 h
Payload: 140 kg
Hydraulic disc brakes
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WE DELIVER SUSTAINABILITY.
CLIMATE NEUTRAL.
Not necessary to mention, that our scooters run without
CO₂ emissions. We think, there is more we can do. Having
the earth in mind, we live a culture of environmental
awareness in all our offices and production sites and
support different climate projects, so we can provide you
a fleet, that is not only emission-free, but also completely
climate neutral. By delivering your food with GOVECS
e-scooters you help us make cities a better place to live,
a fact that your customers will love for sure.
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WE DELIVER SPARE-PARTS.
SUPER-FAST.
In case your GOVECS scooter needs any spare-parts,
we blow you away by the time we deliver them to
you. It’s just super-fast. Most of our spare-parts
are ready to deliver from our European warehouses
within little time to ensure your hungry customers
don’t have to wait for their orders.
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WE DELIVER SERVICE.
NON-STOP.
It‘s always good to be in top shape. To ensure
a long scooter life, you should have your fleet
checked regularly. Our international service team
provides you with the best service options based
on your needs – not to forget, our spare parts will
be delivered blazingly fast.

www.govecs.com

CONTACT US

GOVECS AG
Bavariafilmplatz 7, Geb. 3a
82031 Grünwald
Germany

Phone: +49 89 4110977-0
Email: info@govecs.com

